Students voice complaints
Registration presents problems

by Dennis Kelly
Staff Reporter

A few smiles, more disappointments, and some bitterness marked the first official day of pre-registration for spring semester classes at Notre Dame.

In the Arts and Letters College, a common complaint was the quota filling of certain classes in the English Department. That department employs the "major" system of registration in which declared majors in the field choose courses before non-majors, regardless of class. Among those courses where openings appeared at the start of registration yesterday were Professor Ernest Sandeen's "Poetry" and Professor John Garveck's "Hemmingsway," both filled within minutes.

Senior quota

This type of pressure for courses did not develop at other departments using the "major" system, however. Government professor John Kromkowski, undergraduate advisor in that department, noted that many spots remained available in even the most popular classes there. He pointed out that the decision for four years ago to allow sophomores to carry major courses in government eased the pressure for registration immensely.

Many seniors were dismayed when only ten seats were allocated them in German, a popular offering in the language department. Its professor, Joseph Gatto, denied upon the quota being because, "the last half of the second semester of senior year seems to me to be a total waste."

"Usually seniors have been accepted to some graduate school by that time," Gatto stated. "I want students who will value the language for its own sake."

As a result, 30 seats were kept open for underclassman. In addition, Gatto reserved a minimum of five spots for seniors. "...my told him the boys were pushing them out line while waiting for the course," he explained.

Business registrations

The degree of satisfaction with registration procedures in Business Administration corresponded to the success in securing desired classes.

One junior finance major said that he used a senior identification card to get a jump on other class seekers, and estimated that several other classmates used the same method. A junior accounting major attending a registration meeting expressed a feeling of "bitterness" as he watched his desired courses close.

Finance students were allowed only two courses in their major. Students registering last, as determined by a Finance Department lottery, could obtain only one major course.

The office of the dean then offered the students one additional business course each.

"Some business students only received six of their required 18 credits," a finance major said. "Thus, four courses would have to be electives obtained outside the business college."

By comparison, a more serene atmosphere surrounded course sign-ups in the colleges of Science and Engineering, with very few student complaints registered there.

Athletes and CAP

Some students felt that problems they encountered in registering were compounded by alleged "preferential treatment" afforded to athletes and to the Committee on Academic Progress members.

Between classes, Dr. Michael DiCicco felt that the opposite was true—that athletes were not getting a "fair shake" in registering for classes. DeCicco, academic counselor to Notre Dame athletes and a professor of civil engineering, said that athletes in business administration were having great difficulties in registering, because of work-outs conflicting with registration meetings.

He explained that the only concession he received from Dean Raymond was that graduating seniors would be given courses needed to fulfill graduation requirements.

"Fish or cut bait"

Ford calls for deadline in V-P confirmation

By R.H. GROWALD

PHOENIX (UPI) — President Ford said Thursday it is time for Congress to "fish or cut bait" on Nelson A. Rockefeller's nomination as vice president, and urged a new law or constitutional amendment to speed up vice presidential confirmations.

In something akin to anger, Ford said in a prepared speech to a convention of the professional journalistic Sigma Delta Chi that it took him only 11 days in office as President to nominate Rockefel ler for the vice presidency but that three months later Congress still has not said yes or no to his choice.

Ford suggested that Congress set a deadline set in which to confirm a vice president.

Ford arrived here Thursday afternoon from Las Vegas, Nev., where he announced in a speech to the National Association of Realtors a $100 million federal program to aid home buyers. On arrival at Luke Air Force Base, Ford formally placed on active duty the first of more than 700 new F-15 jet fighter planes.

Speaking as the Senate Rules Committee continued hearings on the Rockefeller nomination in Washington, Ford said: "I believe the time has come for them to fish or cut bait in this matter."

He said House Speaker Carl Albert and Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield have assured him "they will make every effort to bring the nomination to a floor vote" before the lame duck Congress ends in December.

Ford said this cooperation is what the Constitution demands and the people want.

"I am as convinced as ever that Gov. Rockefeller is the right man for the job and I am anxious to have him as a working partner in the government," Ford said.

"For the future, however, I will propose to the next Congress a re-examination of the 25th Amendment, which has been tested twice in as many years, to see if the provisions of Section 2 (dealing with selection and confirming a vice president when the office is vacant) cannot be tightened up either by another constitutional amendment or by public law," he said.

Deadline suggested

"There should be a specific deadline both for the president to nominate and Congress to confirm a vice president," Ford said.

Under the Ford plan, if Congress does not approve one nominee by deadline time, it must automatically begin confirmation hearings on another nominee.

Ford said it had been suggested to him that if a deadlock between a presidential choice and a congressional failure to approve or disapprove stretches out to the deadline time, the speaker of the House—whom the Constitution puts next in line for the vice presidency—would automatically take over as vice president.

The President said he is not prepared to advocate this suggestion. But he said, "In a dangerous age as the 25th Amendment has, we need a vice president at all times. And I think my veto suggests that Congress does not approve one nominee by deadline time, it must automatically begin confirmation hearings on another nominee."

Veto discussed

Ford also talked to the Journalists' Society about his veto of the Freedom of Information Act Amendments.

Replying to criticism in the organization's magazine The Quill, he said: "I really don't think my veto suggests a "discredited policy of cover-up as usual" or that the Freedom of Information Amendments were wrong.

"Vetoing a bill he stands or as amended, played or could have played and was in uncovering the Watergate cover-up."

"Supporting to Congress the type of bill he would accept, Ford said he had no objections to the legislation he vetoed.

"It would have given federal judges the right to open personal security and diplomatic secrets if the judge found that a reasonable position the person seeking the disclosures."

Ford said judges are not experts in deciding what should be kept secret, and should be empowered to open secret documents only if the government cannot provide the 90 days to answer a request for handing over a secret document, whereas in his opinion the time should be extended to 45 days.

"The bill did not carry sufficient guarantees against opening FBI records and the investigation files of other law enforcement agencies."

Marijuana Conference

The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) kicked off its Washington, D.C. weekend. In a speech to the Observer, Roy Eckert and Cathy Penniman, both juniors at Georgetown University, will file stories on the conference beginning Monday.

In the conference NORML will focus on the problem of marijuana use and the laws from a medical, legal, legislative and law enforcement viewpoints.
**Court-ordered checkup could endanger former president**

**By JACK V. FOX**

LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) — Richard Nixon, shaky and pale, went home from the hospital Thursday and his physician expressed concerns that a court-ordered checkup by outside doctors would endanger the former President’s recovery.

Clad in light blue pajamas and a robe, Nixon was brought out a back service door in a wheelchair and helped into a limousine for the drive to San Clemente with his wife, Pat.

Nixon had been reported close to death following an operation for his phlebitic condition Oct. 29, and Thursday he seemed to totter slightly on his feet as he stood for a few moments and shook hands with nurses and others who had cared for him.

Shortly after Nixon’s departure, Dr. John Lungren, the physician who has overseen his treatment, was asked about the imminent examination by three specialists appointed by Watergate coverup trial Judge John Sirica.

Lungren has said Nixon’s blood pressure shoots up immediately when he is exposed to almost any stress.

He was asked whether an examination by the team to determine if he was fit to testify for the Watergate trial would constitute stress.

“I would have to say yes, that it does,” Lungren said. “But it is a court order. I have no control over it. He has no control either.”

Lungren said the question of Nixon giving testimony in some fashion was “his own decision.”

In answer to another question, Dr. Eldon B. Hickman, who performed the surgery to prevent flow of blood clots from Nixon’s leg to his heart and lungs, said he felt examination by the court-appointed doctors was “unnecessary.”

Hickman said he would not want to risk such a step unless “I had the willingness and agreement of the patient.”

Lungren said “just honestly” he doesn’t know how long Nixon should remain on a schedule of very restricted activity.

He said the 61-year-old former chief executive would be under “watchful observance” at San Clemente.

A hospital bed has been placed in the bedroom at his home so his leg can be elevated. He will wear a surgical stocking on his left leg and has been advised to take only brief walks.

Hickman was asked whether he thought it would be possible to conduct the new examination at San Clemente or whether it might be necessary to have Nixon re-enter a hospital.

Hickman said that was up to the three doctors but that he personally would not want to submit Nixon to the strain of going into a hospital again.

Judge Sirica has instructed the train to report back to the court on their findings by Nov. 29. A spokesman for Dr. Charles Hufnagle, chairman of the team, said Thursday, “the doctors have been in touch with each other and are making tentative plans” as to time and place of the examination.

---
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The Notre Dame Law School and the Student Bar Association are hosting an open-house in the law school on Sunday at 3 p.m.

Student Bar Association President Chauncey Veatch, Co-ordinating Chairman John DePietro and Pre-Law Society President, were to give a formal presentation and question and answer session. Deans Thomas Shaffer and David will follow.

Second-year law students will give guided tours of the law building.

Refreshments will be served.

"The purpose of the open house is to help students with the college and ND who are interested in a law school, not necessarily Notre Dame's, find out about one and the life of a law student," said Veatch.

"Professional students are faced with certain time limitations, but we in the law school government believe that even if they have to participate, they should participate as fully as possible in the life of the University," explained Veatch.

Hunger panel advocates more efficient use of resources to curb food crisis

by Pat Flynn
Staff Reporter

A further challenge to students to better use world resources was issued by Notre Dame graduate Al Sondej last week at a panel on hunger at the Memorial Library Lounge. "We Americans would stop eating meat, enough grain would be available to take care of the world's hungry problem," he said.

"It would take ten pounds of grain to produce one pound of beef," he explained.

Sondej, a campus familiar with the dining hall food-relief collections, was one of four panelists discussing the world food, population and energy problems. The panel, which was sponsored by the Non-Violence Program, also included Fr. Edward Mallory of the Law School, Professor Edward Manier of the Philosophy Department and Professor Basil O'Leary of the Non-Violence Program.

Sondej asserted that because we live in a world of finite resources, men are faced with certain limitations when dealing with the food problem.

"We do not have to consider our own problems with our national, of which some of which will mean people will live, others that they will," Sondej said.

"World ecology is a function of both population and individual impact on the environment," he said.

O'Leary advocated an ethic which he termed, "purely secular yet radical by contemporary standards.

"We have to weigh the margin of utility," stated O'Leary. "Let's begin individuals in the developed countries must look after and insure their moral obligations. But above that level, they are community participants, acting with every means at their disposal the plight of the starving nations," he explained.

O'Leary employed two analogies in his remarks to make his position clear. If we were to walk by someone drowning in a pond we would be obligated to assist on a purely secular basis.

On the other hand, world famine is like a number of life boats on the sea after a shipwreck, no one's interest would be served if the boat with the chance of surviving let a group from another boat with no chance of surviving abandon their ship and board their own. In short, in a situation of scarcity we need to weight discriminating factors as well as moral obligations," O'Leary explained.

Manier, claiming not to be an ethicist, asserted that his concern in the world food problem was with the moral and political question involved in building a good society. Manier described his notion of the good society as a place where all members were granted their rights to health, care, education and welfare, and where all members outside of the society were also granted these rights.

Manier stressed that he believed these things were individual human rights, not owed in charity but as a necessary item in creating a good world.

"The world hunger problem was a product both of the absence of population control and unequal distribution of world resources," Sondej explained. "Malloy noted, however, that he has certain ethical doubts about methods of enforcing population control. Among these methods he cited forced sterilization and punitive abortion.

Sondej reported a number of the difficulties he has in maintaining the present balance of the world's ecosystem.

"We put more heat than our needs would demand in order to regulate the atmosphere, mass climatic changes will result," Sondej added.

Sondej also pointed out that water one is limited to the run-off rate of 100 million cubic kilometers per year. "To produce a single automobile requires 100,000 gallons alone," he noted.
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"The world hunger problem was a product both of the absence of population control and unequal distribution of world resources," Sondej explained. "Malloy noted, however, that he has certain ethical doubts about methods of enforcing population control. Among these methods he cited forced sterilization and punitive abortion.

Sondej reported a number of the difficulties he has in maintaining the present balance of the world's ecosystem.
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Sondej also pointed out that water one is limited to the run-off rate of 100 million cubic kilometers per year. "To produce a single automobile requires 100,000 gallons alone," he noted.

Sondej explained that deformation is a real problem in maintaining an ecological balance.

(continued on page 11)
Ombudsman successors named

by Ken Bradford
Staff Reporter

Ombudsman Director Bill McLean yesterday announced the appointment of his successors as Ombudsman director and chairman of the Ombudsman Steering Committee.

At a luncheon in the Morris Inn, McLean introduced Jim Zorn and Tom Gibbons as the service director and committee chairman, respectively. The appointments, which were made by Student Body President Pat McLaughlin, will become effective February 3, 1975.

McLean said the university of the new Ombudsman executives will show them several weeks' experience before the SSB elections next spring. "We hope the next SSB will benefit from that," McLean noted.

Zorn observed he would spend the next few months "picking McLean's brain" to acquaint himself with the procedures of his office. "Our service will continue along the same lines as we did under Bill," Zorn, a Flanner freshman, stated.

"Our first concern will be to get all the new people set so we'll be ready to go in February," Zorn added. He said the Ombudsman would work through the channels of communication which already exist and also try to open up "new lines where communication is still lacking."

Gibbons explained his position as chairing a group of four Ombudsman Executive Board members. The steering committee will deal with policy matters and officer selections.

"My major job will be to serve as advisor to Jim Zorn," said Gibbons, a junior management major and Stamford Hall resident.

McLean also announced the membership of the Ombudsman Advisory Board. On the board will be Dr. Robert Ackerman, student affairs professional development director; William Berry, electrical engineering professor; Gregory Curme, economics professor; and Juan Garcia, history graduate student. Also, Al Doctor Grande, assistant dean of the freshman year; Mildred Kristowski, law school director of placement; Vincent Raymond, business administration associate dean; James Roemer, university counsel; and Fr. James Riehle, Pangborn rector.

Also, Fr. James Shilts, physics professor; Dr. Lillian Stanton, ichard Sullivan, registrar; Joanne Staffren, Walsh rectress; and Robert Waddick, assistant dean of Arts and Letters. Berry was selected to serve as chairman of the group.

Their are people who can only give us sound advice but who can get things done," McLean stated.

The advisory board is divided into four units: planning, award, academic and assistance. The Planning Unit is designed to coordinate the work of the other units.

The OAB Award Unit is designed to recognize outstanding students for outstanding work in non-academic pursuits. McLean said, "Students who contribute and sacrifice for the community often do not get the best grades," McLean observed. He said the award committee would present such students with letters of commendation which could help the students in seeking positions after graduation.

The OAB Academic Unit, according to McLean, would serve two purposes. The first function is to help keep students working for the Ombudsman service from ignoring their studies. The second is to help with Ombudsman education programs, such as workshops and briefings.

"This will not be a grade grievance group," McLean noted. He said the unit will help "facilitate new course ideas" for the University as a whole.

The Assistance Unit is a "catch-all" department which will help with Ombudsman projects not covered by the other units. One function of the group will be to help develop better relations with South Bend, McLean said.

Berry stated the advisory board's primary purpose is "to lend stability and support for the Ombudsman organization." He said the members of the board have been helping the Ombudsman as individuals for a year and a half.

(continued on page 3)
LaRue discusses hush money role

BY JANE DENISON
WASHINGTON (UP) — Fred LaRue, who inherited the task of passing cash to the Watergate burglars testified Thursday he had no doubt the money was meant to keep them quiet so the truth would never come out.

That truth, LaRue told the Watergate cover-up jury in his not-very-subtle way, was that the 1972 campaign to re-elect Richard Nixon was responsible for the burglary and was buying the silence of the men who carried it out.

My understanding was that the payments were to fulfill the commitments that had been made in the statement of understanding, or fee-based contract. LaRue said when asked by the prosecutor what the purpose was.

"My understanding, or feeling, was that if these commitments were not kept then the defendants and/or the Nixon campaign would disclose to the Committee to Re-Elect the President that information."

A close friend and confidant of former Attorney General and Nixon campaign manager John N. Mitchell, LaRue said he took over payments to the seven-man bugging team in the fall of 1972 when Nixon campaign manager Herbert W. Kalmbach refused to handle anything more to do with it.

Mitchell is one of the five former Nixon aides now on trial for conspiracy in the cover-up.

"During the course of your whole participation in the Watergate affair did you ever find out who made these commitments?" demanded Mitchell lawyer William G. Terry when it was his turn to cross examine.

"No. I did not," replied LaRue, who earlier testified he had been told of the commitments by bugging conspirators G. Gordon Liddy and John W. Dean.

"Did you ever find out who made these commitments?" asked Hundley.

"No, I did not," LaRue replied.

"Did anybody try to find out?" Hundley asked.

"I have no knowledge about that," said LaRue.

He said he had discussed the commitments to the burglars with Mitchell many times after the June 19, 1972, bugging arrests and that it was Mitchell himself who authorized a final $75,000 payment to conspirator E. Howard Hunt Jr., on March 21, 1973.

That payment was one of the most controversial of the Watergate case. Earlier tes-timony and White House tapes indicate it had Nixon's blessing and was made after Hunt demanded $135,000 with a threat to reveal "seamy" things he had done for the White House unless the demand was met.

LaRue testified that White House counsel John W. Dean III called him the morning of March 21 to report that Hunt was demanding $75,000 for legal fees and $60,000 for family support.

"He said he was no longer in the money business and was very apprehensive about the operation," LaRue testified. "He said he was withdrawing from it...he told me to call Mr. Mitchell and I did."

About the same time, according to earlier testimony, Nixon was meeting with his top aides to discuss the Hunt demand, and concluded that according to him it was something that "damn it will be better get done fast." The indictment charges the wire was immediately passed to Mitchell.

LaRue said he called Mitchell and told him that Hunt was demanding $75,000 for attorney fees. He quoted Mitchell as replying, "Under those circumstances, I think you ought to pay it."

LaRue said he did not tell Mitchell about the $60,000 Hunt was demanding for family support and immediately made arrangements to deliver the $75,000 to Hunt's attorney that night.
Cancer claims Novotny

by Don Reimer
Staff Reporter

Dr. Jerome Novotny, professor of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, died yesterday end-
ing a five-month fight against cancer.

A memorial Mass will be celebrated at 5:15 p.m. today at Sacred Heart Church. The Mass will be concelebrated by Fr. Theodore Henchuck, Fr. James Burchaell and Fr. Ferdinand Burchaell.

The cancer which caused the 40-year-old professor's death was first discovered in July of this year. Novotny was hospitalized during the summer and underwent two operations in recent months.

Novotny appeared to be winning his battle with the disease in the months just preceding his death. He had returned to the university at the beginning of this semester to continue his research and teaching, and he was gaining weight in the past few weeks. He suffered a relapse, however, early this week, and passed away quietly near 8 a.m. Thursday.

After receiving his Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota in 1963, Novotny taught at both his alma mater and the University of Delaware. His major included the areas of heat transfer, thermodynamics and fluid mechanics.

Novotny came to Notre Dame in 1960 as an assistant professor and was promoted in 1969 to full professor. He was very active in the College of Engineering, serving on numerous committees since 1969. The work of Novotny in the area of heat transfer gained national recognition for the University's heat-transfer group.

On the national level, Novotny was well-known and highly respected. He served on several national committees and chaired several national and international meetings during his career. The professor delivered lectures at various colleges and universities since 1947, including Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He also authored or co-authored 36 scientific articles.

Novotny's colleagues in the College of Engineering generally described him as "hard-working, well-respected and extremely conscientious."

Dr. K. T. Yang, department chairman of mechanical and aerospace engineering, described Novotny as, "one of the most productive teachers and researchers in the college. He was the kind of guy who expressed his feelings, but was willing to listen to others and agree if they proved him wrong," continued Yang.

Yang also mentioned that a memorial fund is being set up in Novotny's name to help deserving students to prepare for college teaching.

Associate Dean of Engineering Edward Jerger, who was Novotny's first departmental chairman, said, "he had a great deal of promise and was presently well on his way to becoming a top man in his field."

Novotny was charac-
terized by Jerger as "very dedicated to doing a thorough job in both teaching and research. "He was very hard-working, conscientious, and loyal to the university."

A fellow professor and personal friend, Associate Professor John Lloyd, commented, "he was hard working. He knew what he was doing, and he worked very hard to get there. He was a very strong person."

Lloyd pointed out that Novotny continued working even while he was in the midst of fighting cancer and sickness and that this was typical of Novotny's "hard-driving" nature.

"Everyone held him with a great deal of respect both for his honesty and his tremendous drive," noted Lloyd.
ND-SMC to sponsor bicentennial in March

by Mary Reher

A bicentennial festival will be sponsored by Notre Dame and St. Mary's College, it was announced Information Services Director, Richard McHose, said yesterday afternoon.

At a news conference yesterday afternoon, four members, appointed last year by President Fr. James Burtchaell, revealed the following information.

The festival will be held at the Four Flags Inn, located in downtown Niles, Ohio. The group, which has been together professionally for five years, will be an eight-piece brass band, and has been together professionally for five years.

The group, which has been together professionally for five years, will be a professional group from Chicago, and has been together professionally for five years. After their appearance at Notre Dame, the group will play a formal dance next Friday, November 22.

The group, which has been together professionally for five years, will be an eight-piece brass band, and has been together professionally for five years. After their appearance at Notre Dame, the group will play a formal dance next Friday, November 22.

The group plays for both a listening and dancing audience, and its repertoire consists of musical numbers from Chicago, Blood, Sweat and Tears, Santana, Grand Funk and the Doobie Bros.

The dance will be held in the ballroom and adjoining the lounge of the Four Flags Inn. The Four Flags Inn is located in downtown Niles, off U.S. 31 (maps are available at the Student Union Ticket Office).

Tickets, at $5 per couple, are limited to juniors and their guests. They can be purchased now at the Student Union Ticket Office, in La Fortune, from any junior class officer, or at Friday's Happy Hour at Kubak's.

Grace stated that only about half the tickets have been sold and urged juniors to buy theirs now.

If ticket sales continue slowly, we may open it up to the other classes, he said.

Grace noted that the slow sales might be due in part to the Doobie Bros. concert that evening, which was booked in the ACC by a private promoter and had not been anticipated.

But even for those who are going to see the concert, the formal would be an excellent place to go afterwards, Grace urged. The dance will begin at 9 p.m. and continue until 1 a.m.

Junior class to hold formal next Friday in Michigan

In an effort to "do something different," the junior class has decided to go outside the Notre Dame community in sponsoring a formal dance next Friday, November 22.

Entertainment for the evening will be provided by "Flight," a professional group from Chicago, rather than a local group. Also, the event will be held at the Four Flags Inn in Niles, Mich., rather than on campus.

"Flight" is an eight-piece brass band, and has been together professionally for five years. After their appearance at Notre Dame, the group will begin a three-month tour of Arizona and California.

The group plays for both a listening and dancing audience, and its repertoire consists of musical numbers from Chicago, Blood, Sweat and Tears, Santana, Grand Funk and the Doobie Bros.

The dance will be held in the ballroom and adjoining the lounge of the Four Flags Inn. The Four Flags Inn is located in downtown Niles, off U.S. 31 (maps are available at the Student Union Ticket Office).

Tickets will be set up in the lounge, leaving most of the ballroom area for dancing. Snacks will be provided and refreshments can be purchased at the cash bar.

It is not a "true" formal dance, rather an opportunity to get dressed up and enjoy an evening of dancing, according to Augi Grace, junior class president.

Tickets, at $5 per couple, are limited to juniors and their guests. They can be purchased now at the Student Union Ticket Office, in La Fortune, from any junior class officer, or at Friday's Happy Hour at Kubak's.

Grace stated that only about half the tickets have been sold and urged juniors to buy theirs now.

If ticket sales continue slowly, we may open it up to the other classes, he said.

Grace noted that the slow sales might be due in part to the Doobie Bros. concert that evening, which was booked in the ACC by a private promoter and had not been anticipated.

But even for those who are going to see the concert, the formal would be an excellent place to go afterwards, Grace urged. The dance will begin at 9 p.m. and continue until 1 a.m.

CAP is blamed for troubles in pre-registration

(continued from page 1)

DeCosta, further emphasized that student-athletes must schedule all classes before 3 p.m. with "the athlete in his freedom of choice of classes."

He also flatly denied the existence of an "Athletic Director in Charge."

He also flatly denied the existence of an "Athletic Director in Charge."

Still others blamed the students within the Committee for Academic Progress (CAP) for registration problems.

Students within the CAP are allowed to preregister for some courses the night before preregistration officially begins.

The CAP is given a limited number of cards by the teachers of certain courses, and these cards are distributed among the CAP members on a class basis.

"It was never necessary to identify which coach we were talking about.

There was only one Coach, and you spelled it with a capital letter. No other man in his profession could compete with him in the history of this sport..."

Billy Sullivan, former coach of the New England Patriots.

"...He was damn close to being a saint."

Roger Valdiserri, Sports Information Director, University of Notre Dame
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**Tea and Rice**

Twenty million people will starve to death. Before the season brings us Mardi Gras, An Tostal, and new academic worries, twenty million human beings shall be dead of famine. Twenty million.

Imagine, twenty million people staring to death. Not the relatively quick and easy death of heart attacks or sudden violent acts bring. But the slow, burning to death. Not the relatively quick death guns or heart attacks or impotence: watching the whole of one's village and ultimately one's own family die. Consider the apocolyptic horror of a woman who must not only see her own life fail, but also her child's because she cannot feed it.

Famine can happen in areas across the globe. Twenty million people will die from such suffering. Two million of them will die in America. Because of the bureaucracy that occurs we are powerless to save even one of the twenty million. All that is left to us as the federal government pursues the phantom of a generation of peace is prayer and sensitivity to the agony and pain of those dying in famine stricken parts of the earth.

On November 28, this community will sit down to a supper of tea and rice. More food than many persons receive in a week. Sharing this meal will do little to ease the hunger of millions.

Money saved by foregoing a regular dinner will be sent to the starving. That is painfully little. Those who eat this simplest of meals will reaffirm the oldest sign of solidarity. That is painfully little. They will on the night share the affliction which daily sends thousands not to bed, but to death, hungry. One night of hunger is also painfully little.

But it is something.

Little as it may be, it is a start. Hopefully, it will bring a deeper compassion and a more urgent concern for those who must die so hard a death. Perhaps, just perhaps, such compassion and concern will spread and ultimately move those holding power to a massive relief of the pain which slaughters so many.

Release your dining hall number and forego one evening's dinner for tea and rice on the Tuesday before Thanksgiving when this nation blesses God for what millions lack. Take one evening suffer minutely the affliction of hunger that slowly, tortuously takes so many lives.

Robert Baker

---

**MARDI GRAS, AN TOSTAL, AND NEW MILLION.** 

Sudden violent acts bring. But the slow, burning to death. Not the relatively quick death guns or heart attacks or impotence: watching the whole of one's village and ultimately one's own family die. Consider the apocolyptic horror of a woman who must not only see her own life fail, but also her child's because she cannot feed it.

Famine can happen in areas across the globe. Twenty million people will die from such suffering. Two million of them will die in America. Because of the bureaucracy that occurs we are powerless to save even one of the twenty million. All that is left to us as the federal government pursues the phantom of a generation of peace is prayer and sensitivity to the agony and pain of those dying in famine stricken parts of the earth.

On November 28, this community will sit down to a supper of tea and rice. More food than many persons receive in a week. Sharing this meal will do little to ease the hunger of millions.

Money saved by foregoing a regular dinner will be sent to the starving. That is painfully little. Those who eat this simplest of meals will reaffirm the oldest sign of solidarity. That is painfully little. They will on the night share the affliction which daily sends thousands not to bed, but to death, hungry. One night of hunger is also painfully little.

But it is something.

Little as it may be, it is a start. Hopefully, it will bring a deeper compassion and a more urgent concern for those who must die so hard a death. Perhaps, just perhaps, such compassion and concern will spread and ultimately move those holding power to a massive relief of the pain which slaughters so many.

Release your dining hall number and forego one evening's dinner for tea and rice on the Tuesday before Thanksgiving when this nation blesses God for what millions lack. Take one evening suffer minutely the affliction of hunger that slowly, tortuously takes so many lives.
Electoral Conservatism

garry wills

Seriously, folks

The Missing Precinct

art buchwald

Most of the people in town had long faces. The mayor himself had said to me, "We're not proud of it. NBC and ABC were depending on us and we let them down."

"No, sir," he answered. "We've been a sample precinct for four elections. We've got 18 percent of the population, 10 percent Jews, 10 percent blacks, 40 percent women and 20 percent miscellaneous. We were a perfect precinct."

"But what happened?" I said.

"I don't know," he said, "a man at the end of the counter said."

"Who's Farfel?"

"He runs a gas station at the end of Main Street."

After he came out of the voting booth, he told NBC and ABC he had voted for Gilligan, when in fact he had voted for Rhodes. They fed Farfel's vote into their computers and, bang, they declared Gilligan the winner."

"But why would Farfel do that?"

"Why don't you ask him? No one else is talking to him, so he has plenty of time on his hands."

I went down to Farfel's gas station. I found him sitting next to his gas pump playing a harmonica."

"Mr. Farfel," I said, "I hear you screwed up the same precinct this year."

He turned off the harmonica and said, "I want to tell you, son, it's not easy to make mistakes in this line of work."

"Why did you do it?"

"Wall, I tell you, son. I'm one of those old-timers that didn't have no television hotshots to tell me what to do."

"You know, Mr. Farfel, everyone in town and you, NBC has decided that you made a mistake.

"That's not true," he said. "They fed it into the system, I had no chance."

"I want to congratulate the SLC on their recent decision regarding the revised sex rule. Perhaps the University could solicit the aid of the Knights of Columbus to stifle attempts at sexual misconduct which is "illicit, perverse or repeated after previous warning."

Yours in uncontrolled moral decency

Martin Miller

Charles Romeo.
Letters To A Lonely God
on tea and rice as elements of a eucharist

reverend robert griffin

And so, on November 26, we will eat our rice and drink our tea as the celebrants of a liturgy mourning hunger, and we shall feel comforted by the righteousness of our limited commitment, as do clerics promoting temperance who abstain from claret during Lent. ("See how we suffer for the Church," said the archbishop, when he burned his hand on the roast.) We will eat our rice and drink our tea, and only a tailoring in bamboo hats and coconuts' colothes is needed to make us feel authentically identified with the diet of Vietnamese peasants.

And indeed, I will eat my rice and drink my tea on that day, though in honesty, a doubt picks like a vulture at the shell of my mind. It is a doubt that makes me hesitant, reluctant, suspicious, resisting. It is a doubt that makes me wonder about our November fasting: have not some of us living on college campuses walked this road before? Is world hunger just the latest fashionable cause, like the Civil Rights Movement, for example, or the Peace Movement, or the Ecology Concern; or are we sealing ourselves of service to the suffering of the world, with tea and rice as symbols of our sacrifice? Whatever happened to the Civil Rights Movement? Are there demonstrators in South Boston, as there were in the sixties, protesting against demonstrations, before the public liturgy mourning hunger, and we shall feel the sacrifice they are making, and the empathy when one is alone, away from the others? But when one or two of them brag of how they are ripping off the city, getting food stamps to students, or students who accept them, if there are other reasonable alterations. I was not asking whether you would write a check. Students, to me, is some of the most important people in this world, and I would begrudge them nothing that is mine, or anything else that is helpful or necessary. But what if one or two of them are saying how they are ripping off the city, getting food stamps, as the helplessness of the hungry, for whom this welfare was intended, and I protest the shallowness of the systems. It seems especially ironic now in this university community in the face of a fast day to protest the world’s hunger.

Several years ago, there was a young man on this campus who sacrificed practically every other interest-studies, social life, peace of mind, friendships, to collect money for the starving nations. He suffered intensely because the resources he could gather, though he raised thousands of dollars, were inadequate to inadequately satisfy hunger. Staggering needs of the tens of thousands who were dying, was the new visual effects which I heard the old people talk about the days of the Famine, when starving women and children died in the countryside, grinding their teeth on cardboard from the grass they had eaten because there was no other food. It was curious that they poured klansmen into plowshares, and spears into pruning hooks! Whatever happened to the concerns over ecology? I read that a river died today. Friends of the Earth claim the cause of death was industrial waste. An autopsy made before the river died today. Friends of the Earth say the river wasn’t much good, anyway. All summer the damn thing had been polluted with filtrations of dead trout.

War goes on, racial tensions continue, the planet chokes in its own garbage, and I don’t know what good all the Masses, protests, rallies, and demonstrations accomplished.

No one who could have changed these things seemed to be listening, except possibly God, and lie didn’t say much. Presidents and industrial chieftains make their decisions in councils that are remote from campus crowds, and public ritually lives in places as inaccessible as the human heart, where demonstrations are not allowed to enter. Yet, we had to make those protests, or our consciences would have wrenched the seams of our mind. The great causes of our times need our agitation, season in and season out and not just when we feel like it, they are like infant children whose wants do not cease because a mother is tired or sick, or a father is out of work. The great causes of our times are the babies of all of us who require survival. Now our concern is about hunger, and I worry, because I do not want hunger to be a hobbit that school boys play games with at supper.

I don’t know what your experience with hunger has been, but if you are Irish, you may have heard the old people talk about the days of the Famine, when starving women and children died in the countryside, grinding their teeth on cardboard from the grass they had eaten because there was no other food. It was curious that they poured klansmen into plowshares, and spears into pruning hooks! Whatever happened to the concerns over ecology? I read that a river died today. Friends of the Earth claim the cause of death was industrial waste. An autopsy made before the river died today. Friends of the Earth say the river wasn’t much good, anyway. All summer the damn thing had been polluted with filtrations of dead trout.

The music was taken from the albums "Close to the Edge," "Tales." "Close to the Edge" was a flawless reproduction of the studio version. Aided by the newness of the music and "Galatians," the audience were as impressive as "Close to the Edge." The lights were sometimes red, yellow, and pale green. The lights added to the effect of fiberglass structures on the stage which ran all through the evening.

The audience response, however, was again performed to formulated performances. The audience was left unsatisfied which was the new visual effects which I heard the old people talk about the days of the Famine, when starving women and children died in the countryside, grinding their teeth on cardboard from the grass they had eaten because there was no other food. It was curious that they poured klansmen into plowshares, and spears into pruning hooks! Whatever happened to the concerns over ecology? I read that a river died today. Friends of the Earth claim the cause of death was industrial waste. An autopsy made before the river died today. Friends of the Earth say the river wasn’t much good, anyway. All summer the damn thing had been polluted with filtrations of dead trout.

The audience response, however, was again performed to formulated performances. The audience was left unsatisfied which was the new visual effects which I heard the old people talk about the days of the Famine, when starving women and children died in the countryside, grinding their teeth on cardboard from the grass they had eaten because there was no other food. It was curious that they poured klansmen into plowshares, and spears into pruning hooks! Whatever happened to the concerns over ecology? I read that a river died today. Friends of the Earth claim the cause of death was industrial waste. An autopsy made before the river died today. Friends of the Earth say the river wasn’t much good, anyway. All summer the damn thing had been polluted with filtrations of dead trout.

The audience response, however, was again performed to formulated performances. The audience was left unsatisfied which was the new visual effects which I heard the old people talk about the days of the Famine, when starving women and children died in the countryside, grinding their teeth on cardboard from the grass they had eaten because there was no other food. It was curious that they poured klansmen into plowshares, and spears into pruning hooks! Whatever happened to the concerns over ecology? I read that a river died today. Friends of the Earth claim the cause of death was industrial waste. An autopsy made before the river died today. Friends of the Earth say the river wasn’t much good, anyway. All summer the damn thing had been polluted with filtrations of dead trout.

The audience response, however, was again performed to formulated performances. The audience was left unsatisfied which was the new visual effects which I heard the old people talk about the days of the Famine, when starving women and children died in the countryside, grinding their teeth on cardboard from the grass they had eaten because there was no other food. It was curious that they poured klansmen into plowshares, and spears into pruning hooks! Whatever happened to the concerns over ecology? I read that a river died today. Friends of the Earth claim the cause of death was industrial waste. An autopsy made before the river died today. Friends of the Earth say the river wasn’t much good, anyway. All summer the damn thing had been polluted with filtrations of dead trout.
Ford acknowledges recession: pledges aid to housing industry

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI) — President Ford, saying publicly for the first time that America is in an economic recession, Thursday ordered $300 million in federal aid to come buyers.

"Inflation will be cooled. Despite economic weaknesses — recession, business fall-back, call it what you will — there will be an upturn in the nation's economic patterns. In fact, here in Las Vegas where it is legal, I'll even bet on it," Ford told 8,400 cheering realtors.

Sondej discusses the food crises

(continued from page 3)

"When the trees of a particular area are removed, all the animals which depend upon the trees also die," he explained.

The loss of these animals to the local ecosystem causes all of the other animals of the region to die, resulting at last to soil erosion and the creation of desert, Sondej affirmed that in the past 100 years the amount of geographical areas classified as desert have increased about 10 percent.

Manier, in addition to his remarks about the nature of the good society, also commented on the phenomenon of conflicting expertise among scientists.

"Dependent on the one report one reads the same set of data, one can draw very different conclusions," he stated.

The scientist like a god.

Sondej warned against treating the scientist like a god. "The scientist is subject to value judgement just as much as the philosopher or theologian," he said. "What we need is a three part dialogue between the scientists, the politicians and the people," he asserted.

Never before has the President acknowledged publicly in his own words the existence of a recession. But Wednesday his press secretary, Ron Nessen, acknowledged that conditions showed America may be moving into that condition.

Ford told the convention of the National Association of Realtors that to combat inflation and recession he had ordered $300 million in federal aid to help finance mortgages on existing homes.

The money will come from $3 billion previously earmarked only for aiding the financing of new homes.

Ford, repeatedly cheered by the audience, said he will ask Congress to make the recession-hit housing industry by enacting proposals for financing not only for single-family houses but for condominiums and rental housing. Further, he said he is asking Congress to make it easier to get mortgages by letting banks and thrift institutions "compete more effectively.

But he said he had discussed the "commitments" to theburglars with Mitchell many times after the Burglars' arrests and that it was Mitchell himself who authorized a few $75,000 payment to conspirator E. Howard Hunt, Jr. on March 21, 1973.

That payment was one of the during the preceding period of high interest rates.

Ford, gesturing for emphasis, said in his criticism that his anti-inflation campaign is aimed at having Americans spend less money.

Instead of curtailing purchases, I say to consumers simply: Buy wisely, shop sharper," Ford said.

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

(Except Tuesday)

Tonight

"BRUCE CARR"

The White House

"The House of Rock"

WEDS.-- DRINK & DROWN THURS.-- PITCHER BEER NITE

Just 8 ml. north of the state line.

Take U. S. 31 north to Kiles, then north on highway $1. 3 miles.

Ford acknowledges recession: pledges aid to housing industry

Charity b-ball game Sunday to raise funds for S.B. study help program

ST MARY'S FALL CHORAL CONCERT

COLLEGIATE CHOR, ALUMNI, SINGERS, WOMEN'S CHORUS

Mon. Nov. 18 8 P.M.

O'Laughlin Aud. F R E E

Have you been to the movies at Scottsdale Theatre? This week's attractions, among them is the SCO'TTS AT THE MOVIES, which runs from Thursday through Sunday evening. For help dial 7638.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18

The science of music involves many factors.

Music is a form of expression used in various cultures throughout the world. It can take many forms, from classical symphonies to modern rock concerts. Music is a powerful tool that can evoke emotions and add depth to a piece of art. In a study help program at Notre Dame, students are encouraged to participate in music-related activities. This week, a concert will be held by Ralph Lane, who is known for his expertise in conducting orchestras.

The event will take place in Washington Hall at 8:15. Admission is free, and the concert is open to the public.
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After historic U.N. visit

PLO leader Arafat leaves U.S. for Cuba

By BRUCE W. MUNN

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) — Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat, pleased by his state of its own.

He said between 200 and 300 messages were received by the PLO delegation from all parts of the United States, approving Arafat's Assembly applaud Wednesday for a Palestine as "one sovereign state wher

The Congressional visitors included four senators and six representatives. One of the delegates was a woman member, Hout said, but he did not name her.

The Arafat Mission said the members of Congress were in New York for a three-day visit to acquaint themselves with actions of various U.N. delegations, including that of Israel.

After a brief night's rest at the Waldorf Astoria hotel, Arafat was whisked away by secret service men before dawn for his flight to Havana aboard an Algerian jetliner.

Havana radio said Arafat gave Cuban premier Fidel Castro a "bear hug" when they met at Havana's Jose Marti airport.

Franjieh told the Assembly, "The recognition of the Palestinian people and its represen-

Suleiman delegates

An ND-SMC first!

Ping pong program promoted

by Jean Murphy

Staff Reporter

It seems like the only people enthusiasm are still trying to organize the team at Notre Dame. "To order to start the program off," Meissner said, "I am issuing a challenge to the other halls on behalf of Cavanagh, to play against our team. We've never played on a hall basis before, and I know several good players at Cavanagh who are eager to play," he explained.

Each hall on campus can register a 5 or 6 member team. However, there is no limit to the number of teams each hall can send. A ping pong league will then be set up to enable each team to play the others. A tournament at the end of the season will determine the champion ping pong players.

Meissner hopes that the Notre Dame girls' dorms will become involved and plans to open the league to Saint Mary's girls as well. "I know that most of the dorms have ping pong equipment, but if not, La Fortune has tables," he added.

The final tournament will be set up differently from last year's. "We intend to follow the procedure of a tennis tournament where three singles and two doubles play five matches, and the first to win three games becomes the champion," Meissner explained. Last year's tournament competition was between 40 individuals.

The ping pong season will hopefully open after Christmas, but Meissner would like to get it organized before Thanksgiving. Interested teams or halls can register by calling Meissner at 2148.
Rep. Rangel opens civil rights conference

by Matt Yokom
Staff Reporter

U.S. Representative Charles B. Rangel, (Dem, NY) will address Notre Dame students and faculty December 5 in the Center for Continuing Education. According to Howard A. Glickstein, Director of the Center for Civil Rights, Rangel will be the kick-off speaker of a new CRC program to bring leaders from politics, business and labor to speak on campus. The lectures are part of an 18 month long effort to develop social and economic reform proposals to be presented to the 1976 political conventions, new candidates and the new Congress in 1977.

"Representative Rangel is eminently qualified to inaugurate our ambitious program," stated Glickstein. Rangel has represented the Harlem congressional district since defeating Adam Clayton Powell in 1971. Rangel, a lawyer, is a member of the House Judiciary Committee and plays an important leadership role in Congress as Chairman of the influential Congressional Black Caucus. During this last summer's impeachment hearings, Rangel was one of the most outspoken critics of former President Nixon's conduct.

Rangel's address, free and open to the public, will begin the CRC program to look beyond the traditional concern of civil rights and to develop an agenda of reforms. "To do this we will need to consider broader social and economic issues," Glickstein said. This program, Glickstein announced, will bring a number of prominent leaders from politics, business and labor to speak on the campus. Like Rangel, the speakers will discuss critical issues they feel are facing America and how these issues effect minorities.

In addition to Rangel, United Auto Workers President Leonard Woodcock, and Hunter S. Thompson of Rolling Stone will be invited to speak. These speakers will be in addition to the fourth annual Civil Rights Lectures co-sponsored by the CRC and the Law School, according to Michael Wise, Assistant Director of the CRC. This set of lectures will be in conjunction with the CRC spring conference entitled "Beyond Civil Rights."

The spring conference will be held April 17 and 18 and will focus on health, care and urban education, especially as the deficiencies in those areas bear on the economic security and the position of minority groups.

"In particular, we would like our conference to focus on the right of economic security, a right that might be fulfilled through guaranteed jobs or some form of income supplement," Glickstein said.

According to Wise, "A number of distinguished academic and practical experts have agreed to present papers and discuss critical issues at the conference."

The Junior Class will sponsor the semester's last "Happy Hour" this afternoon from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Kubiak's. The part is entitled "Mad-Matter's Day" and all juniors are encouraged to wear some sort of exotic cranium covering.

The affair will be similar to earlier "Happy Hours" and pitchers of beer will cost $1.50. "Hopefully, the joke box will be fixed and there will be more dancing," Junior Class Secretary Sue Caranci said.

The "Happy Hours" will resume next semester for several of the home basketball game weekends. Since the junior class formal and final exams are scheduled for later Fridays this semester, this will be the last "Happy Hour" this semester, Caranci noted.

"We're really glad the "Happy Hours" have been so successful since they are good opportunities for on and off-campus students to get together," Caranci continued.

Tickets for the junior class formal to be held Friday, Nov. 22, at the Four Flags Motor Inn in Niles, Mich., will be on sale this afternoon at the Kubiak tavern.

The Cultural Arts Commission in Conjunction with MECHA presents

El Teatro Triangulo production of

Buffalo Bill in Gullibleland

Saturday

November 16th, 1974
7:00 pm
Washington Hall
Free Admission

NOTRE DAME
FRESHMAN PREREGISTRATION FOR ARMY ROTC

Preregistration for the Freshman Army ROTC Spring Session will be held Nov. 14-21, 1974.

No military obligation is incurred during Freshman and Sophomore years, and by enrolling, you become eligible to compete for a two-year Army ROTC scholarship during your Sophomore year. It pays full tuition, for books and academic fees, as well as $100 per month subsistence allowance. Even without a scholarship, you receive $100 monthly in your Junior and Senior years.

Army ROTC can offer you a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the US Army Reserve concurrent with your graduation from college with a starting salary of $10,000.00 a year in addition to other liberal fringe benefits.

If you then decide to leave the Army, you'll find that employers realize that a young graduate who possesses the attributes of leadership essential for Army officers is an excellent addition to their firm.

The Army ROTC course consists of two class hours per week and is open to all Freshmen at Notre Dame or other nearby cross-enrolled colleges. Course hours can be arranged by telephoning Major Jim Musselman at 283-6264 or by contacting him at the Notre Dame ROTC building.
By SCOTT LATHAM

NEW YORK (UPI) - Outgoing Federal Energy Administrator John E. Sawhill said Thursday he was "delighted" the Ford administration was no longer interested in raising the federal gasoline tax.

The issue, thought to be dead a year ago when President Ford announced he would not seek such an increase from Congress, was revived Wednesday by Interior Secretary Harold L. Ickes and President Ford's chief energy advisor.

Ford's provost expressed strong interest in raising the federal gasoline tax and indicated that such an increase would have to be at least 10 cents a gallon to discourage consumption and reduce oil imports significantly.

He said President Ford might go along with raising the tax, now forecast at 15 cents a gallon, if it were part of a larger economic and energy program to be shaped jointly with Democrats on Capitol Hill.

Sawhill, whose outspoken call for a gasoline tax was made earlier this month as a way to raise up to $4 billion a year to meet the energy crisis, was one of the reasons Morton believed his forced resignation, refused to express any public bitterness.

"I am delighted that Secretary Morton is beginning to give serious consideration to a gasoline tax increase," Sawhill said, adding he saw "a good possibility" of such a tax being implemented.

Sawhill made the comment following a speech at the Financial Times and Oil International Conference. In his address he urged the world to look at the energy crisis and said some form of mandatory conservation program was necessary in the United States.

In his discussion of a 19-cent gasoline tax increase, Sawhill suggested that the added revenue raised by the levy be partially refunded to lower income people to insure that it is not too burdensome on the poor.

He said that while this country could never be truly independent of the Arab oil producing nations, the United States could achieve an immunity to further embargoes within 5 to 10 years by implementing an energy conservation program.

He ruled out gasoline rationing on the grounds it would unfairly burden those with low or middle incomes. He also said it would take a force of 17,000 persons to administer such a program.

Although Sawhill has submitted his resignation, no date for his departure has been set.

Women in law to talk to SMC Law Society

by Jane Cannon

Professor Stephen Ettlinger, the Saint Mary's Law Society will hold its last meeting of the semester Saturday, November 17, at 7 p.m. in room 161, LeMans. Guest speakers will be Professor Burgdorf and Ms. Mooney, both women working in the field of law. Anyone interested in attending is invited for the lecture and refreshments afterwards.

Burgdorf is a professor at the Notre Dame Law School and works for the National Center for Law and the Handicapped. Mooney is a South Bend lawyer.

For further information, the Saint Mary's Law Society, in conjunction with the Career Development Center, will sponsor prep sessions before the December 7 Law School Admissions Test. Anyone interested in attending these sessions should contact the SMC Career Development Center or Martha Phillips at 4493 for further information.

The Law Society recently sponsored a buffet dinner for Martha Phillips, the Woodrow Wilson Fellow who spent a week at the St. Mary's campus. Phillips spoke to approximately 20 girls attending the dinner at the Reberger House on campus. The discussion concerned women in law and politics.

Flye, president of the Law Society, commented, "The club is only a little more than a year old. We are happy to say that we are on solid ground and will continue next semester. We feel that the Law Society is a definite contribution to the St. Mary's society."

The issue, thought to be dead a year ago when President Ford announced he would not seek such an increase from Congress, was revived Wednesday by Interior Secretary Harold L. Ickes and President Ford's chief energy advisor.

Ford's provost expressed strong interest in raising the federal gasoline tax and indicated that such an increase would have to be at least 10 cents a gallon to discourage consumption and reduce oil imports significantly.

He said President Ford might go along with raising the tax, now forecast at 15 cents a gallon, if it were part of a larger economic and energy program to be shaped jointly with Democrats on Capitol Hill.

Sawhill, whose outspoken call for a gasoline tax was made earlier this month as a way to raise up to $4 billion a year to meet the energy crisis, was one of the reasons Morton believed his forced resignation, refused to express any public bitterness.

"I am delighted that Secretary Morton is beginning to give serious consideration to a gasoline tax increase," Sawhill said, adding he saw "a good possibility" of such a tax being implemented.

Sawhill made the comment following a speech at the Financial Times and Oil International Conference. In his address he urged the world to look at the energy crisis and said some form of mandatory conservation program was necessary in the United States.

In his discussion of a 19-cent gasoline tax increase, Sawhill suggested that the added revenue raised by the levy be partially refunded to lower income people to insure that it is not too burdensome on the poor.

He said that while this country could never be truly independent of the Arab oil producing nations, the United States could achieve an immunity to further embargoes within 5 to 10 years by implementing an energy conservation program.

He ruled out gasoline rationing on the grounds it would unfairly burden those with low or middle incomes. He also said it would take a force of 17,000 persons to administer such a program.

Although Sawhill has submitted his resignation, no date for his departure has been set.

N/A
Sophomore defenseman Paul Clarke isn’t much different than other collegians who play the game. Clarke isn’t much different than of the pack. Notice two distinct things which Hard work, determination shooting from the portside. This Clarke’s advantage when stopping unusual skill can be and is used to history to be named captain, a post important, Clarke is the youngest incoming forwards. Team named Paul captain in only same qualities I have seen in sense, but most important, his extremely easy player to coach. As a coach, you just enjoy players ability—he has been the glue which over individual ones.

Pep

Pittsburgh ready for Irish (continued from page 16)

Iformation (team, and with Derritt’s injury status (a banded-up ankle) hanging over our heads, we can’t make any big changes.” The key to the Panther offense is quarterback Bills Daniels, a high-school rival of Irish QB Tom Clements. Daniels has completed 69 of 117 passes and has thrown for nine TD’s. He is also the team’s fourth-leading rusher.

Middle-guard Larry Burley, a 6-3, 250-pound senior, anchors the Panther defense. He has been credited with 72 solo and 37 assists in nine games this year. “Pittsburgh,” said ND head coach Ara Parseghian, “is a very physical team that is well-coached and well disciplined. And when you give a team like that runners Daniels and another quarterback like Billy Daniels, you know, you’re going to be in a real tough game.”

Notre Dame was idle last weekend while Pitt was surviving Temple, and the respite was a welcome one for Parseghian’s fourth-ranked team. “We’re very, very hopeful,” said Parseghian, flanked by Steve Neece, (defensive tackle) Kevin Nobsch, and (tight end) Robin Webster. “We are ready to go out and play Pittsburgh. None of these players have action against Notre Dame and I only hope the week-off gave them sufficient time to heal. We’re going to need them,” continued the ever-cautious Irish coach, “because this year’s Pitt is out to prove to everyone, probably the best Pitt team we’ve faced in the 11 years I’ve been at Notre Dame. There’s nothing they can’t do.”

Confidence from togetherness—which are the keys to winning anywhere—are what the Irish need to anticipate where these youthful Irish finish this season. And in Paul Clarke, they couldn’t have made a better choice for there deep and strong headed in the right direction.

Pep rally set for tonight at Stepan Center

Notre Dame’s newly inspired effort to attract its annual after losses by Ohio State and several other top teams last Saturday, begin tonight at the Pittsburgh pep rally in Stepan Center.

The importance of the rally is indicated by the prominence of the speakers. Lithotripsy coach George Kelly and split end Pete Lowner are scheduled to appear with Tom Parise, who has dubbed himself an impersonator at many a Notre Dame function, will be featured at the 7 p.m. rally. Other speakers at the rally will be the kicking specialists of the 1973 National Champions, punter Bob Drabicky and placekicker Bob Thomas. Both are Notre Dame students. Thomas holds ten all-time Irish records, including most field goals (21), most consecutive PAT’s made (62), and best PAT percentage in a season (100 per cent) and in a career (97 per cent). The band will step off at St. Mary’s 7-4-60 p.m.
The Irish Eye

Next to Woody Hayes, the person who probably hated to see Ohio State upset by Michigan was Notre Dame head coach at Iowa, the Buckeyes' opponent Saturday, and if he's had recurring nightmares about Custer's last stand, his dream may be realized tomorrow when ND hosts the Buckeyes.

There could be other samurai swordsmen in the offering. Penn State will challenge perhaps the best dual-threat back in the country, with Brian Dorr.

Pittsburgh at Notre Dame: The Irish have had two weekends to get ready for this one, and a loss would now mean disaster. The Panthers have a talented team, which has taken over the conference, with the coaching of Chuck Faircardo.

Michigan State at Indiana: Any hope the Hoosiers had of proving they weren't that bad did dissolve last week at Northwestern. They're worse than bad. MSU by 17. Lawlor: MSU by 21.

Alabama at LSU: Alabama has had a lot of success in recent years, and they won't blow it tomorrow. They'll probably wait until this week to adjust for injury fill ins. which they shouldn't let the Hurricanes impede their progress. 'Bama by 10.

Lawlor: Alabama by 10.

North Carolina State at Arizona State: The Sun Devils are an atypical Frank Kush team this year. The Wolfpack upset Penn State last week and are currently on the upcycle. NC-State by 7. Lawlor: ASU by 7.

Texas A&M at Louisiana: This game is a showcase for two teams that are entertaining Cotton Bowl aspirations and both teams have a chance. The SEC lead will be on the line, and if Forest's team faces its worst nightmare tomorrow, the SEC lead may be on the line. The Aggies are favored.

Dartmouth at Cornell: Dartmouth in the running for a berth in the bottom ten. If they win, they'll be in contention. The game is set for 7:30 p.m. and thebockers will cover both games live.
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